
9/15/14 Full ice PRACTICE
Skate around nets. Tight turns with 
puck toward boards on whistle 
on whistle. 3 minutes

3 times around crossovers, get a puck, enter zone, 
1st guy takes wide, 2nd to net, 3 guy high.
Add 1 or 2 D. DO BOTH SIDES

extras shoot

extras pass

2 on 2 clear below
goalines stress puck 
support/possession to 
create shooting opportunity

Breakout/Forecheck Modified Regroup Game (10 min)
Play 3v3 cross ice but before you can attack the 
opposition’s net, you must regroup with a player on 
your team who cannot go above the goal line.  In 
addition the regrouping players must come below the 
line that goes across the hash marks closest to their 
net to ensure good breakout habits/support.   The 
regroup player may move anywhere below the goal 
line but cannot come above it.  One of the attacking 
forwards must pressure the regroup player as if he 
were forechecking.  Move to get open on the regroup 
and stay below the line.  

Concepts: puck support, breakouts, regroups, line 
rushes,forechecking, transition
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9/17/14 Full ice PRACTICE

WARM UP STATIONS
Stress getting passes accurate while keeping 
feet moving. Follow through on passes. 
Cones need to be tighter than shown below 
in neutral zone.

1-Body Contact 
Player O tries to get inside the circle for a shot on goal. Player X defends the circle. Goal for 
player X is to keep O out of circle preventing any kind of shot. Player X is not allowed to leave 
circle. O needs to attack circle with speed while X learns angles and defensive tactics

2- Stick skills
Players carry pucks through tight cones making sure they are getting on edges while carrying 
puck.  Then with small cones stick handle quickly through tight cones while feet straddle cones 
emphasizing wide dribble first and them quick. Last tire player performs a Dennis Savard spin, toe 
drag or Datsuk push and shoot.- Demonstrate and change last move after a couple of minutes.

3- Skating
Two lines doing same drill 
1. Outside edge slow around cone shown in red player back in line emphasize knee bend 
balance and tight around cone

2. Now using all cones forward to cone pivot around always facing same direction. Focus on 
knee bend and getting hips out of way. Use puck when speed is at certain level without

3. Not shown if time- expand cones and do peanut skate forward and backwards players can go 
in pairs of two’s with group of 4 1:2 rest ratio

1 2

Game3

Breakout/forecheck game. 
Same game as monday night



9/18/14 Full ice PRACTICE

X

O

WARM UP
Start with tight space stick handling. 5 in each circle. 
Stress head up, tight turns with puck.  

Protect the circle/body 
contact
Player O tries to get inside 
the circle for a shot on 
goal. Player X defends the 
circle. Goal for player X is 
to keep O out of circle 
preventing any kind of 
shot. Player X is not 
allowed to leave circle. O 
needs to attack circle with 
speed while X learns 
angles and defensive 
tactics

Relay rAces with/without 
pucks...last 5 minutes

1 STATIONS2

Game3

Breakout/forecheck game. 
Stress not turning back on puck providing
a target for outlet pass.

X X
X

X X X

X X X

C

Multi-tasking:
They pivot 
forwards/backwards 
always facing coach. 
They pass to coach 
after every pivot. Coach 
immediately passes 
back. Coach slides 
down as player 
advances through 
cones.

Receive pass, make a 
fake at cone and shoot 
on goal. Grab puck turn 
and pass to next in line. 
Runs continuous. After 5 
minutes, make passer 
the backchecker.

*OVERALL STRESS SELF MOTIVATION AND REINFORCE THE IDEA OF 
CHALLENGING YOURSELF.



9/22/14 Full ice PRACTICE

X

O

O

O O O

O

O

WARM UP
Try hot foot with and without pucks

Protect the circle/body 
contact
Player O tries to get inside 
the circle for a shot on 
goal. Player X defends the 
circle. Goal for player X is 
to keep O out of circle 
preventing any kind of 
shot. Player X is not 
allowed to leave circle. O 
needs to attack circle with 
speed while X learns 
angles and defensive 
tactics

1 STATIONS2

Game3

3 on 2 Gretzky game.

P1P3 P2

P1 pivots backwards 
recives pass, gives back 
to P2. Then back to P1. 
P1 pivots forward with 
puck, passes to P3 give 
and go, then passes to 
coach for another give 
and go for shot. Player 
who shoots becomes P3 
next time.

Puck race. 
Winner tries to score, 
loser backchecks. Stress 
keeping feet moving the 
whole time. Backchecker 
lifts stick to rob the puck. 
Throw in cones or 
bumpers to skate around

C
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XX
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9/24/14 Half ice PRACTICE
O

O

O

O

O O

O

WARM UP
Try hot foot with and without pucks

1 STATIONS2

Game3

Shootout4

4 on 3. Pass to stationary guy on offensive 
side before scroing. Make cody move.

X

X

X X X

X

X
O

Protect the puck/body 
contact
Player O tries to knock 
puck off cone. Player X 
uses body to deny.

Pivots with puck. 
Take shot

X X
X

X X X

Receive pass, make a 
fake at cone and shoot 
on goal. Grab puck turn 
and pass to next in line. 
Runs continuous. After 3 
minutes, make passer 
the backchecker.

2 foot hops over stick. 1 
foot hops over stick. 
Then crossovers around 
circle while jumping over 
sticks.(both directions) 

If we have 4 stations 
combined with B.

X
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10/1/14 Half ice PRACTICE
O

O

O

O

O O

O

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

4 on 3. Pass to stationary guy on offensive 
side before scroing. Make cody move.

Practice our game warmup. 

X

X

X X X

X

Wrap progression
Receive puck off boards 
and wrap. After receiving, 
work on turning on 
forehand and then 
backhand. Then add  

Player 1 in line passes to 
the player 2at the goal 
line, player 1 opens up at 
the boards and gets a 
pass back.  1 then passes 
to 3 who was next in line 
and 1 opens up again 
towards the boards for a 
pass from 3. When 1 
receives that pass he 
underhandles and 
performs a give and go 
with 2 and shoots to score.    

First tire reverse toe 
drag, second tire toe 
drag, then shoot. Then 
pick up a new puck, 
skate between cones 
while handling puck 
around cones. Work on 
wide reach around cones 
and efficient switch from 
forehand to backhand 
and vice versa

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X X

2.5 minutes - One side at a time.1st 
player goes to net, second hooks to top 
of circle, 3rd to blue line. All start at the 
same time.

2.5 minutes - 5 lines of 2. Carry 
puck to opposite boards. Hockey 
stop and back. Pass puck to next 
in line.



10/6/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

Breakout game - pass to slider behind net. Come below 
dotted line to receive pass. We’ll demonstrate the two main 
ways to receive.  EVERYTIME THIS HAPPENS THEY GET 
A POINT.  

Step over iron 
cross while 
passing- receive 
pass and give 
back each time 
they reach 
perimeter circle 
and center dot 

Creative puck 
handling Have 
kids try fancy 
moves, through 
the legs, flip the 
puck up etc. 
Have them try 
stationary. Then 
moving 

Player x behind net has 
puck behind goal line and 
tries to read player X in front 
for an attempted pass. 
Defense works on staying 
with man while blocking 
passing lane. Encourage 
players to get creative if 
covered.

Zamboni door

X

X
X

X X X
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X
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X
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X
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5 minutes - 3 each circle skate 
around circle each with a puck. 
Pass to coach on goal line and get 
it back. Do both directions. Coach 
can slide and force a heads up 
pass. Other 6, stationry pass,  then 
rotate them. Work T-pushes, 
shuffles etc with Cody. 

5 minutes - Relay races with puck 
through cones, then down to belly 
and up. Stress pushing through 
turns, keeping feet moving. 
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Skating technique - pivots, backwards 
start. backwards crossover, C-cuts etc

X XX X X X

X XXXX

X X
X X

O

1 on 1  Forward 
skates around 
cone, D pivots 
and gaps. Work
on D position and 
gap. Work on D 
hard backward 
strides. Adjust 
drill to setup the 
proper gap

Relay races with pucks. 
Weave through cones in 
both directions. Work on 
moving feet through turns. 
Time it for adequate rest. 

Player behind net can go in 
either diection with puck. 
Payer in slot has to angle in 
the direction player goes 
behind net goes to receive 
pass for a shot. Work on 
receiving the pass and 
quickly setting up for shot

10/13/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

Continuous 2 on 1 - Players can’t cross center line.

X

X

X

X

X
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X XX X X X

Skating - Backwards and pivots, 1 foot 
hops, 1 foot pivots etc. 

1 on 1  Forward pivots 
backward and passes back 
to line, they pivot forward at 
cone and receive a pass 
back as they enter zone. D 
pivots and gaps. Work on D 
position and gap. Work on D 
hard backward strides. 
Adjust drill to setup the 
proper gap

Skate around 1st cone with 
puck. Pass to coach, 
receive back. Around 2nd 
cone, pass to coach for 
give and go. Do both sides

On possession change they 
have to pass to a coach 
before they can score. They 
can score on any net.

Then change game where 
everyone has to skate 
backwards.

10/16/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

XX

X
O

O
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X

X X X

X

Coach Supports

X XX X

C

2 foot hops over stick. 1 
foot hops over stick. 
Forwards and backwards 
figure 8’s. Figure 8’s with 
heels together around 
turn

CC

CC



X XX X X X

deep squats
deep squat strides
squat hops
exaggerated strides
open hips around cones
c-cuts backwards 
1 footed pivots

F1 passes to D1, gets 
tip/rebound. F2 passes to 
D1, gets tip/rebound. 
Coach spots puck in NZ. 
F1, F2 regroup in NZ. 
Defensive forward angles. 
Net front D gaps and 
defends

10/20/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

F1F2

D1

regroup

XX XX

O

O

O

O

O O

O

4 on 3. Pass to stationary guy on 
offensive side before scoring. Stress 
picking up man in front of net.

X

X

X X X

X X
1st: Skate around cones 
with puck. Emphasis on 
moving feet and controlling 
puck, drive net. Shot on 
goal.

2nd: Give/go to coach in 
corner before you reach 
each cone. Shot on net. 



On possession change they 
have to pass to a coach 
before they can score. They 
can score on any net. 
Stress driving hard to net.

O

O

O

O O

O

X

X

X X X

X

Coach Supports

CC

CC

F1 passes to D1, gets 
tip/rebound. F2 passes to 
D1, gets tip/rebound. 
Coach spots puck in NZ. 
F1, F2 regroup in NZ. 
Defensive forward angles. 
Net front D gaps and 
defends

Pivot through 
cones. Quick shot. 
Kids rotate through 
passing on goal line

Kids not participating, 
stationary pass.

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

Circle skating, 
crossovers forward 
/backwards. With 
pucks and without. 
Both directions

Kids take turns moving in the circle and 
passing puck to each other. Stress not 
turning back on puck and scissor with 
each other. Read the other guy and go 
the oppposite direction. 2nd time around 
add defender in middle

10/23/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

rotate 5 min

F1F2

D1

regroup



C

C

2 v 2 hyper support. Players can pass to stationary teammates for a pass back. Stress 
when you get into trouble you have many options for support. Use as an example of how 
important support it is to control the puck. Also stress protecting the puck and driving to 
the net and using what we just did in stations. 

O O

O O

XX

O O

XX

X
X

Give and Go drive wide. 
Coach plays D on this 
one. Coach them wide 
and keep feet moving.

simple 1on1 except skater 
catches a football from coach 
before blue line then go wide 
like a running back. The 
defender has stick upside 
down and has to tag player. 
This will force ball carrier to 
avoid defender. Player who 
crosses goal line without 
being tagged gets a point.

Skate figure 8’s Work on 
protecting the puck. Defenders 
stay contained within a 5 foot area  
trying to poke check. 

X

X X

X

X

X
X X

X

X

10/27/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

2 on 2 keep away

5 min relay races

Coach counts sucessful passes

O

X
X

XX

X

1 on 1 broken down into components.
Trying to use skating and space 
to get around player. protecting puck

X
XX

X

X
XXX



C

C

2 v 2 hyper support. Players can pass to stationary teammates for a pass back. Stress 
when you get into trouble you have many options for support. Use as an example of how 
important support it is to control the puck. Also stress protecting the puck and driving to 
the net and using what we just did in stations. 

O O

O O

XX

O O

XX

X
X

Kids start on knees,  
Coach throws puck 
behind net, 2 go after 
battle for possession. 
They have to pass back 
to the line they came 
from for a shot. Work on 
using body and 
protecting the puck to 
make a good slot pass. 
Then both get in front for 
a rebound.

Creative stick handling. Pass to 
your own skate, through the legs,
dribble puck between skates, 
Savard spins, etc.

simple 1on1 except skater 
catches a football from coach 
before blue line then go wide 
like a running back. The 
defender has stick upside 
down and has to tag player. 
This will force ball carrier to 
avoid defender. Player who 
crosses goal line without 
being tagged gets a point.

10/29/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

1 on 1 pass and protection

5 min relay races backwards

Stationary pass. On whistle, Puck protection. No 
puck handling straight on, they need to try to go 
wide around opponent in small space. Use both 
forehand and backhand sides
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Player starts along boards, 
skates behind net with puck 
pass to player in slot, then 
receives another pass from 
coach, and tight turns back, 
goes behind net again for 
another pass to slot. Player 
in slot gets two passes. 
After first pass, he cycles 
above circles and back in 
for 2nd shot. Stress timing 
and space. Progress to 
defender 

C
X

O
O

X

X

O
O
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O O

X
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X
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X

X
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The player on the dot cannot move but can 
pass to a teammate or shoot. Each team 
has two other players in the game to 
create a 3-on-2. This might help getting 
them to think about using more of the 
ice by forcing some space.

Circle relays both directions. 
Forward/backwards

2 games of 2v2 or 3v3 keep away. Coaches 
jump in to even out teams. Stress SUPPORT 
each other. Count successful passes or time 
of possession. Losing team does 5 pushups.

15 seconds back to 
back keep away. On 
whistle, spread out 
and stationary pass 
forehand/backhand. 
Progress to 1 group at 
a time tries to beat 
defender on his back 
and break to net

Do we have ringettes? 
Are they in box?

Skating/balance. 1/2 foot hops, touch 
heels around stick, inside/outside edge. 
Forward, backward figure 8’s

11/3/14 Half ice PRACTICE

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

Keep away

X
X

X
X

X
X
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11/6/14 PRACTICE

O

O

O

O
O

2 v 2 Forecheck game
Coach throws puck in. Either side. First guy in retrieves 
puck. Opposing team first player forechecks hard and 
pressures or angles player with puck. 2nd guy makes softer 
entry and reads play.

Pass and drive. 
Players pivot 3 times 
around cones before they 
begin drill. Always facing 
net. Player along boards 
receives pass,  drives puck 
down and has 3 options. 
Stress second guy driving 
to net, 3rd guy high. Coach 
can play D to force 
situations

Skate up the middle, 
wide reach puck around 
cones, shoot get 
another puck and tight 
turns around cones

X

X
X
X

XX

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X X X X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

L1 starts, once those 3 pass L2 line, L2 follows tries to 
pass players in L1. Sequence continues through L3/L4. 
They go around 2x then get back in line. Both directinos 
/ backwards  Make it the equivalent of one hard shift

L1

L2

L4

L3

2v2 - 2 hand 
touch with 
football 
Skate football 
through cones 
to score. If 
tagged, 
possession 
changes

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

Chaos passing

Peanut races

XXX
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X X
X

X
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11/10/14 PRACTICE

Net coverage
Players need to pass to point and offensive team needs to get to net and D 
team needs to cover and get sticks. When D team gets puck they need to 
move it to the other side so it also works on getting open for a pass. 

Go back the other way after 3-4 minutes. Move 
tires and net to other side

WARM UP1

X

X

X X

X

X X

O

O O

OO

O

O O

O

X

O

X

O

XX

C C

C

STATIONS2

Game3
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backwards with puck

with puck

X
X

X
X

X

Receive pass, make a 
fake at cone and shoot 
on goal. Grab puck turn 
and pass to next in line. 
Runs continuous. After 3 
minutes, make passer 
the backchecker. Get 
receiver to time and 
start skating before 
pass is made.

1v1 Bumpers with ringettes
players use bumbers and bodies 
to control ringettes.

bumper tag

X o�ensive side O o�ensive side

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X X X X

XL1

L2

L4

L3

L1 starts, once those 3 pass L2 
line, L2 follows tries to pass 
players in L1. Sequence 
continues through L3/L4. They 
go around 2x then get back in 
line. Both directinos / 
backwards  Make it the 
equivalent of one hard shift



11/13/14 PRACTICE

Net coverage
Players need to pass to point and offensive team needs to get to net and D 
team needs to cover and get sticks. When D team gets puck they need to 
move it to the other side so it also works on getting open for a pass. 

circles, back and forward, both directions.
stress technique not speed

3 stations

Quick accel.
Coach holds stick 
up and lets it go. 
3-4 hard strides to 
catch it before it 
falls. Adjust space 
appropriately.
Stress proper foot 
position/knee bend 
for starting. Start 
from front and 
sides

Iron cross
Always face 
coach. Go all 4 
directions, always 
come to middle. 
Left and right are 
side stepping.

WARM UP1

X

X

X X
X X

X

X

X XXX

XX

X

X X

X

O
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OO

O

O O

XX

STATIONS2

Game3
X X

X

X X X
C

C

C

Receive pass, make a fake at 
cone and shoot on goal. Grab 
puck turn and pass to next in 
line. Runs continuous. After 3 
minutes, make passer the 
backchecker. Get receiver to 
time and start skating 
before pass is made.

Partner pass

X o�ensive side O o�ensive side

Player in circle 
alternates receiving 
passes from each 
side, then shoots. 
Stress providing 
target, square up 
/catch/release.

10 pucks scattered

Technique skating
figure 8’s

X
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X

X

O

O
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11/17/14 PRACTICE

Stick on the ice
Only rule is that everyone’s stick has to stay on the ice.
If a player is caught with stick off the ice, he has to do 5 
pushups on the spot, to create odd man situation.

3 stations

1 hand puck push on straight 
sprint, two hands around turns. 
Continue to move feet the whole 
time. Do both sides. Stress the 
importance of being comfortable 
getting that second hand back on 
stick quickly

stride work

SKATING

ONE FOOTERS
one foot pivots, 
one foot turns, one 
foot stops (in and 
out edge)
one foot hops

circle tag

WARM UP1

XX

X
X

X

XXXX

X

X

X

X

STATIONS2

Game3

Continuous passing 
drill. Ensure proper 
stick position and 
accelerate through 
pass. 1v1 angle

Making moves earlier before they 
take their own space away. Then 
accelerating into the new space 
they create for themselves.

Short wind up release.
Make competition

2 man weave. Follow 
your pass.

Goalie shooter 1v1 with coach: Ty



X

X

X

O

O

O

11/20/14 PRACTICE

Stick on the ice
Only rule is that everyone’s stick has to stay on the ice.
If a player is caught with stick off the ice, he has to do 5 
pushups on the spot, to create odd man situation.

3 stations

1 hand puck push on straight 
sprint, two hands around turns. 
Continue to move feet the whole 
time. Do both sides. Stress the 
importance of being comfortable 
getting that second hand back on 
stick quickly

ONE FOOTERS
one foot pivots, 
one foot turns, one 
foot stops (in and 
out edge)
one foot hops

STATIONS1

XX

X

XXX

X

X

X

STATIONS2

Game3

Continuous 
passing. Receive 
pass from goal 
line, give/go at 
blue line, shoot. 
Ensure proper 
stick position and 
accelerate through 
pass. Do both 
sides. 

1v1 angle

Making moves earlier 
before they take their 
own space away. Then 
accelerating into the new 
space they create for 
themselves.

Short wind up release.
Make competition

2 man weave. Follow 
your pass.

Goalie shooter 1v1 with coach: Ty

X

X
XX
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11/24/14 PRACTICE

2 pass rule. 
Sending puck to sliding point man counts as first pass.
Stick on the ice
5 pushups on the spot, to create odd man situation.

5 minute shoot 
out competiton

STATIONS1

X

X

X

O

O
X

STATIONS2

Game3

Continuous 
passing. Receive 
pass from goal 
line, give/go at 
blue line, shoot. 
Ensure proper 
stick position and 
accelerate through 
pass. Do both 
sides. 

Puck control with agility: 
Sit down, stand up, lie 
down,stand up, drop to 
knees, stand up, jump 360, 
land and stickhandle puck, 
high knee run with puck. Be 
creative in the agility 
maneuvers. Add in handling 
2 pucks, 1 with stick and 
one with feet.

tire push 
relays

1v1 angle

Making moves earlier 
before they take their 
own space away. Then 
accelerating into the 
new space they create 
for themselves.

1v1 with ringettes. 
Body contact and 
stick position

2v2 clear 
behind net.

Goalie shooter 1v1 
with coach: Ty

X

X
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X X
X XX X
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11/25/14 PRACTICE

Quaterback. 
One player to be the quarterback. He plays for 
whichever team has the puck. To score a goal after 
a turnover, the team must first pass to the quarter-
back, who returns the pass, signifying the change 
of offense to defense and vice versa. The quarter-
back can also shoot and score. The quarterback 
must provide quick support on the transition.

STATIONS1

X

STATIONS2

Game3

Obstacle course.

Progression 
passing- start with 
stationary passing 
15 ft apart, then 
progress to 30-40 
ft feet apart. Then 
progress to 
receiving passes 
while skating 
backwards

Obstacle course.
Reverse

make sure they open up

relays with puck

Player starts 
behind net, 
carries puck and 
does takeover 
with player 
coming down 
wall, then hooks 
to net for pass

C

C

X
X

X X

XXX

XXX

XX
X

make sure they open up

C

C

C

Making moves earlier 
before they take their 
own space away. Then 
accelerating into the 
new space passing the 
defender, cutting to net 
to take away defender 
space
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12/1/14 PRACTICE

2 on 2 
Must pass to teammate below 
goal line before shooting.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

2 hard strides, pass to 
opposite line. Peal off to 
get back in same line. 

Matt to do shooting

Pass to opposite line and skate toward 
receiver. Receiver catches and makes 
a move, and passes to opposite line

Take turns pass 
on the move 
around circle. 
They each go 
both directions. 
Encourage 
catching 
passes on 
backhand

Player starts 
behind net, 
carries puck and 
does takeover 
with player 
coming down 
wall, then hooks 
to net for pass

Players pair up 
with one player on 
Offense and one 
defense. Start on 
knees. Coach 
passes to one of 
the offensive 
players. That pair 
plays 1v1. Switch 
positions. 

Forwards/backwards crossovers. 
With and without pucks

Catch the puck with two 
hands, explode forward, 
switch to one hand push, 
back to two hands to pass 
to next guy in line. 

Catch pass and shoot.
Coach plays defense. 
Force them to get 
behind coach for pass. 
Do both sides

X
X

XX

X
X

X
XX

X

XX
OO

X

X
X

X
X

XX

X

X

Progression passing

X X XX

C
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

O

O
O

O

12/4/14 PRACTICE

2 on 2 
Must pass to teammate below 
goal line before shooting.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

2 hard strides, pass to 
opposite line. Peal off to 
get back in same line. 

Pass to opposite line and skate toward 
receiver. Receiver catches and makes 
a move, and passes to opposite line

Take turns pass 
on the move 
around circle. 
They each go 
both directions. 
Encourage 
catching 
passes on 
backhand

2v1 - force puck 
carrier outside, 
while blocking 
passing lane.

1v1

Pivots around circle with puck, 
pass to coach.Do both sides

Pivots, with and without 
pucks. Do both sides.

Backwards starts: c cuts 
and crossover starts.

X
X

X
XX

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

XX

X

X

Progression passing



12/11/14 PRACTICE

X

X

X
X

O

O
O

O

O
2 on 2 Circle slot. 2nd guy 
in the offensive zone must 
enter into the circle.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

junk yard

Skating. One footers/back-
wards/outside edge

Do both 
sides. 
Adjust 
cones

Breakout - turns 
into 2v1

forehand/backhand pass. 
When receive puck, work 
on switching to opposite 
hand to give pass back. 
EX:Catch on forehand, 
switch and pass back on 
backhand and vice versa

coach dumps puck, 1v1 
behind net. Retreive and 
pass pack to your line for 
shot. Get to front, rebound

Stress it’s ok to 
leave the front 
of the net to 
provide support

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

XX

XX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

C

C
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12/15/14 PRACTICE

XX

X

X

X

X

XXX

X

X

X
X

X
X

O

O

O

O
O

O O O

O

O
O

O

break out fore check game. 
X’s start on blue line o’s on red
O’s work on hounding pucks while x break 
out. Add fourth X and Third O once they 
get it then eventually 5v5

warmup1 STATIONS2

Game3

1 v1 battles. Blue team 
will stay on offense 
through a full cycle and 
keep score. If puck leaves 
circle it is dead. Player on 
offense gets two pucks 
from each coach having to 
move to get open. Then 
go to 2 v2 . Defensive 
team needs to turn sticks 
over and use body and 
skates

1 v 1 agility skate. O 
defender skates and 
touches boards then 
pivots around cone 
backwards playing 1 
v1. D if beat should 
retreat to back post. 
Forward skates pattern 
around cone before 
attacking 

3 v 0 with coaches 
resistance on cycle. 
Teach to use behind 
the net & make 
triangles

Knuckle relay races.  

Figure 8 passing  and pivot passing.  

4 on 2. 
2 passes before 
offensive team 
can shoot. 
Defensive team 
has to skate 
puck out of zone



12/22/14 PRACTICE

X
X
XX

X

X X X
X X X

X

X
XX

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

XX

X
X

O

X

O

warmup1 STATIONS2

Game3

Ringettes - 
protect the 
puck

Relay races shoot out 
competition

Ful ice game with 3 pass rule

Handle puck under stress. Skate 
around cones with backchecker. 
Push puck until first cone

Overspeed:
Quick change of 
directions
tight turns
pivots
backwards to 
forward pivot 
around cones

C

Give and Go 
drive wide. 
Coach plays D. 
Center puck or 
shoot. Coach 
creates 
scenarios

OOOXXX

Rotate once.



WARM UP1

XX X X

XX
X
X
X

X

STATIONS2

Game3

Spray the cone with snow attempting to turn  
white. Then one foot outside edge stop. 
Then have the players carry pucks and stop 

Give and go. 
Player does both 
sides, use forehand 
and backhand. Can 
deke or shoot. Add 
coach for pressure

Protect - tight space
Stress back to 
defender, take space 
until denyed.

2 v 1 - wide
Work puck behind 
net, passer, gets out 
in front to get open. 
immediate shot.

Backwards starts, c-cuts and crossovers

Forward crossovers, 
backward crossovers, 
then pivots at hash. 
With and without pucks

C

12/29/14 PRACTICE

X

X

X

X
X
X

O
O

O
O
O

X

X X

X
O

OX

Ringettes - 
protect the 
puck

Work with Cody

Will demonstrate

2 stations

3 stations

3v3 clear behind dotted line
Instead of a stationary man waiting for pass at 
point, any available teammate has to get to that 
space for pass. Or they can carry puck behind 
dotted line before attacking



C

C C

C

3 stations

2 stations

X

X

X

X

0

X

X
X

X

O

O
O

3v3 pass to coach to clear before scoring

WARM UP1 STATIONS2

Game3

Step overs. 
Both directions. Progress to pucks

1/4/15 PRACTICE

X
X
X

O
O
O

X
O

15 seconds back to 
back keep away. On 
whistle, spread out 
and stationary pass 
forehand/backhand

First guy behind net, Second 
carry puck out and pass for 
double give and go. Coach 
apply moderate pressure

Pass to sliders for a give/go after 
gaining possesison of puck. 

1v1

1v1

Matt to pull aside 
kids for shooting

Pivot around tires, 
pass inbetween

X
X
XX

Handle puck under stress. Skate 
around cones with backchecker. 
Pass to coach after first cone, 
receive back after second. Keep 
feet moving.

C
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X

X

X

X
X

O
O

O

O
O

O

1/12/14 PRACTICE

Straight 3v3(keep score)
Shot=1pt
Goal=3pt

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

breakaways

XXX

X

X
X

X

Forwards/backwards crossovers. 
With and without pucks

Skate with puck, do give and go 
with opposite line, fake 
forehand/backhand at each cone. 
Take shot on net.

2v1 – X must attack 
player with puck.

2v2 - clear behind 
net-coach plays

Races- 
do one at a time and 
time them to 
determine winner

X

XX

XX

X



X
X
X

O
O
O

1/13/14 PRACTICE

Straight 3v3(keep score)
Shot=1pt
Goal=3pt

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

X

X X

Long saucer passes

2v1 – X must attack 
player with puck.

10 mintues to do whatever they want
I’m going to pull each kid aside for a few minutes ask them what they 
feel they need to work on. Also give them some encouragement

2v1 - cross. Do 
both sides

Matt do skating

Snapshots - 
quick release 
Work on wrist roll

Creative 
stickhandling: 
Mimick the person 
in front of you

X
X
X

X

X

X

X



X
X
X

O
O
O

1/22/14 PRACTICE

Quaterback support 2v2
1 player becomes the QB. Change of possession, that player has to 
pass to QB who then gives it back. QB continutes to play offense 
during the play.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

10 minutes to do whatever they want
I’m going to pull each kid aside talk to them about the weekend and provide encouragement

Snapshots - 
quick release work on snap

Backwards 
figure 8’s, heel 
touches, 1 foot 
hops

Timed race with 
pucks 
foward/backward

QB

1
3

2

X

Player 1 in line passes to 
the player 2at the goal 
line, player 1 opens up at 
the boards and gets a 
pass back. 1 then passes 
to 3 who was next in line 
and 1 opens up again 
towards the boards for a 
pass from 3. When 1 
receives that pass he 
underhandles and 
performs a give and go 
with 2 and shoots to score.    

Pass and drive. 
Players pivot 3 times 
around cones before they 
begin drill. Always facing 
net. Player along boards 
receives pass,  drives puck 
down and has 3 options. 
Stress second guy driving 
to net, 3rd guy high. Coach 
can play D to force 
situationsXXX

C



X
X
X

O
O
O

1/26/14 PRACTICE

Quaterback support 2v2
1 player becomes the QB. Change of possession, that player has to 
pass to QB who then gives it back. QB continutes to play offense 
during the play.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

I’m going to pull each kid aside talk to them and provide 
encouragement

Underspeed 
Technique 
skating inside 
edges/outside 
edges. Backwards 
c-cuts and 
exaggerated 
crossovers. Shoot 
the duck, spin in a 
circle. One foot 
pivots. One foot 
inside outside 
weave

Partner pass 
while moving

Overspeed races 
run on knees to 
blue line, grab glove 
and sprint back

QB

X

O

MIrror skating get 
partner 
forward/back-
ward/lateral 
skating in a small 
area. Partner 
mirrors and keeps 
3 ft cushion. With 
and without pucks

Protect puck on 
the boards

Angling?

Backwards to stick, 
quick pivot and 
open up, drive 
around stick and 
shoot

X

O

XO

X

X X X X XXX

O

2 v 1

X

X X

X
X

X
X X

X
O
O



X
X
X

O
O
O

1/26/14 PRACTICE

Quaterback support 2v2
1 player becomes the QB. Change of possession, that player has to 
pass to QB who then gives it back. QB continutes to play offense 
during the play.

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game3

I’m going to pull each kid aside talk to them and provide 
encouragement

Underspeed 
Technique 
skating inside 
edges/outside 
edges. Backwards 
c-cuts and 
exaggerated 
crossovers. Shoot 
the duck, spin in a 
circle. One foot 
pivots. One foot 
inside outside 
weave

QB

X

O

MIrror skating get 
partner 
forward/back-
ward/lateral 
skating in a small 
area. Partner 
mirrors and keeps 
3 ft cushion. With 
and without pucks

Protect puck on 
the boards

Angling?

Backwards to stick, 
quick pivot and 
open up, drive 
around stick and 
shoot

XO

X

X X X X

X X

XXX

O

2 v 1
X
O
O

Chase around 
sticks

Puck races

O

X
O

X



X
X
X

X

O
O
O

2/5/14 PRACTICE

Gretzky 2v2

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game 15 min3

Underspeed 
Technique 
skating inside 
edges/outside 
edges. Backwards 
c-cuts and 
exaggerated 
crossovers. Shoot 
the duck, spin in a 
circle. One foot 
pivots. One foot 
inside outside 
weave

Race to puck 
forward, backward 
around cone, 
forward again

1v1 
Coach passes to 
X. The facing O 
plays D for a 1v1. 
Stress quick accel 
use legs to drive 
wide around O. 
Protect puck.

2 puck stick handle 
Player carries 2 
pucks around and 
shoots one at a time

X X X

X
X

X X X X

O O O

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

O
O
O

O

O

O

3rd guy high
3rd guy can’t cross line

Game 15 min3

X



X
X
X

X

O
O
O

2/10/14 PRACTICE

Gretzky 2v2

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game 15 min3

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

O
O
O

O

O

O
O

O

3rd guy high
3rd guy can’t cross line

Game 15 min3

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
XXObstacle course.

Progression 
passing- start with 
stationary passing 
15 ft apart, then 
progress to 30-40 
ft feet apart. Then 
progress to 
receiving passes 
while skating 
backwards

Tag- with football. 
use sticks to evade

Continuous 1 with 
breakout, then with 2

make sure they open up

C

C



X
X
X

X

OO

O
O
O

2/16/14 PRACTICE

Gretzky 2v2

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

Game 15 min3

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

O
O
O

O

O

O

3rd guy high
3rd guy can’t cross line

Game 15 min3

X

X

X
XX

X

X

X
X

O

O
O

XXX

Handle puck 
under stress. 
Skate around 
cones with 
backchecker. 
Pass to coach 
after first cone, 
receive back 
after second. 
Keep feet 
moving.

Shootout at end

W races: 
Loser does 
10 pushups

Add a man: 
Puck behind 
net, First two 
skate in 1v1 
battle. Pass to 
line to add man

Gretzky modified 2v2 - 
puck dumps behind net. 
Two players battle for 
puck. These players 
can’t come above goal 
line. When a team gets 
possession, find man in 
slot. Guys in slot have 
to move. Ready to play 
offense or defense

C



7/15/15 Summer

STATIONS1 STATIONS2

breakaways

XXX
X
X

X

Forwards/backwards crossovers. 
With and without pucks

Skate with puck, do give and go 
with opposite line, fake 
forehand/backhand at each cone. 
Take shot on net.

Races- 
do one at a time and 
time them to 
determine winner

XX

XX

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

XX

X

X


